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Abstract15

This paper presents NUMASK, a skip list data structure specifically designed to exploit the16

characteristics of Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architectures to improve performance.17

NUMASK deploys an architecture around a concurrent skip list so that all metadata accesses18

(e.g., traversals of the skip list index levels) read and write memory blocks allocated in the NUMA19

zone where the thread is executing. To the best of our knowledge, NUMASK is the first NUMA-20

aware skip list design that goes beyond merely limiting the performance penalties introduced by21

NUMA, and leverages the NUMA architecture to outperform state-of-the-art concurrent high-22

performance implementations. We tested NUMASK on a four-socket server. Its performance23

scales for both read-intensive and write-intensive workloads (tested up to 160 threads). In write-24

intensive workload, NUMASK shows speedups over competitors in the range of 2x to 16x.25
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1 Introduction35

Data structures are one of the most fundamental building blocks in modern software. The36

creation of performance-optimized data structures is a high-value task, both because of37

intellectual contributions related to algorithms’ design and correctness proofs, and because38
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of the impact that even a single data structure can have on the performance of enterprise-39

level applications. For example, the use of a high-performance non-blocking skip list is the40

fundamental innovation in the MemSQL database [29].41

Current and (likely) future generations of enterprise-level computing infrastructures42

deploy on a hardware design known as Non-Uniform Memory Access (or NUMA) [22, 24],43

which specifies that memory access latency varies depending on the distance between the44

processor performing the memory access and the memory chip currently holding the memory45

location. With NUMA, the memory hierarchy is more complex than before; if a system46

possesses multiple discrete CPU chips (i.e., physical processors installed on different CPU47

sockets), each will have faster access to a locally-attached coherent memory and slower (but48

still cache-coherent) access to the memories attached to other chips. This is mainly because49

the bandwidth of the hardware channel that connects these multiple chips is limited and its50

performance is generally poor. As a consequence of these considerations, we can claim that51

NUMA prefers locality; therefore, applications or systems should be (re)designed with this52

guideline in mind. Such a claim has been confirmed by a number of recent works [27, 4, 6, 10].53

The performance penalty of NUMA architectures has been quantified by many recent54

efforts [4, 26, 3, 16]. A recurring, although conservative, guideline in those studies is to55

avoid (if possible) scheduling cooperative threads on different processors. Although this56

guideline is valid in some applications where there is a clear separation in data access pattern57

among application threads, it might not be easy to apply in other applications where data is58

maintained as a set of connected items in a linked data structure. For example, searching for59

an item usually forces a thread to traverse multiple elements of the data structure in order60

to reach the target item. Because of this, each operation might produce large traffic on the61

NUMA interconnection; this traffic is the main reason for degraded performance [9].62

Caching will not completely solve the problem either, because concurrent updates mandate63

refreshing cached locations. From our experience, as we show later in the experimental64

results in Section 7, the presence of even a few percentage of update operations results in65

a significant performance drop on NUMA. We conclude that data structures not designed66

for NUMA do not perform well on modern enterprise-level architectures when concurrent67

updates mandate refreshing cached locations.68

In this paper we present NUMASK, a novel concurrent skip list data structure [20]69

tailored to a NUMA organization. Unlike existing NUMA-aware solutions for data structures70

(e.g., [6] see Section 2 for details), our design does not limit parallelism to cope with NUMA;71

rather, it leverages NUMA characteristics to improve performance. What makes our proposal72

unique is that its advantages hold even for high update rates and contention. We adhered to73

the following considerations throughout the development of NUMASK:74

(a) local memory accesses (i.e. memory close to the executing thread’s processor) are favored;75

(b) traffic across NUMA zones, often produced by synchronization primitives, is avoided.76

In a nutshell, our design produces redundant metadata to be placed on different NUMA77

zones (which meets requirement (a)) and avoids the need of synchronizing this metadata78

across NUMA zones (which satisfies requirement (b)). The final design is a data structure79

that never limits concurrency and at the same time primarily accesses NUMA local memory80

(in our evaluation study, >80% of memory accesses are local).81

The simple observation that motivated our work is that in a skip list, the actual data82

resides in the lowest level of the skip list, and the other levels form an index layer whose task83

is only to accelerate execution of operations. In NUMASK, we exploit this fact in two ways:84

- We define independent index layers (one per NUMA zone) for the skip list. Each operation85

traverses the index layer that is local to the thread that executes it. This way, operations86
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do not need to traverse the interconnection between NUMA zones during the index layer87

traversal. Importantly, we do not keep these index layers consistent with each other; we88

allow them to be different. In fact, having different index layers in different NUMA zones89

does not affect correctness because the actual data (which resides in the lowest level of90

the skip list) is still synchronized.91

- We isolate updates on the index layers in separate (per-NUMA) helper threads instead of92

performing those updates in the critical path of the insert/remove operations. Although93

this isolation may delay the synchronization of the index layers, the (probabilistic)94

logarithmic complexity of the skip list operations can be eventually maintained even with95

lazy index layer updates [18].96

Former designs [8, 12] proposed the isolation of index layer updates in helper threads,97

but none of them defined per-NUMA index layers. That is why in those proposals, the98

NUMA overhead is still significant due to traversing a single index layer. NUMASK inherits99

the idea of applying replication to data structure in order to improve its performance in100

NUMA architectures, as done by [6], but NUMASK targets only metadata and updates such101

metadata lazely.102

We implement NUMASK in C++ and integrate into Sychrobench [17], a comprehensive103

suite of data structures implemented in the same optimized software infrastructure. The104

implementation of NUMASK has been enriched with specific optimizations, such as an105

efficient NUMA memory allocator, developed on top of libnuma [1], to avoid bottleneck.106

We compare the performance of NUMASK with three state-of-the-art concurrent skip lists:107

Fraser [15], No Hotspot [8], and Rotating Skip List [12]. Performance shows up to 16x speed108

up for write workloads and improvements up to 40% in read-intensive workloads. In summary,109

NUMASK hits an important performance goal: in low-contention workloads, NUMASK adds110

no overhead to the high-performance concurrent data structures; and in high-contention111

workloads, NUMASK outperforms all other competitors and keeps scaling (we tested up to112

160 threads) while other competitors stop earlier (at 64 threads in our experiments).113

NUMASK is part of the core release of Synchrobench [17] available at https://github.114

com/gramoli/synchrobench.115

2 Related Work116

Many concurrent variants of the original sequential skip list [28] data structure have been117

proposed in the last decade. Some of them are blocking [6, 21, 19, 20], and others are118

non-blocking [14, 15, 8, 12]. Among the non-blocking designs, which often demonstrate119

improved performance over blocking designs [17], Fraser [15] proposed the use of a CAS120

primitive to create a non-blocking skip list. Crain et al. [8] proposed a contention friendly121

skip list, called No Hotspot, which serves as the foundation of our NUMASK design. The122

main innovation in No Hotspot is that it isolates bookkeeping operations (e.g., updating123

index levels) in a helper thread. The rotating skip list was proposed by Dick et al . [12] to124

further improve No Hotspot’s poor locality of references in order to reduce cache misses.125

However, none of the above designs is optimized for NUMA architectures and thus they all126

generate significant NUMA interconnect traffic.127

Recent uses of skip lists include ordered maps, priority queues, heaps, and database indexes128

(e.g., [29]). The NUMASK design can be applied to these data structures, improving their129

performance through data and index layer separation when deployed in NUMA architectures.130

The impact of NUMA organization on the performance of software components (e.g. data131

structures and thread synchronization) is an important topic. Interestingly, the last decade132
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saw the proposal of many NUMA-aware building blocks to improve application performance.133

Examples include NUMA-aware lock implementations [11, 5], thread placement policy [23],134

and smart data arrays [27]. Although helpful, the applicability of these components in linked135

data structures is limited due to the memory organization required by data structures in136

order to implement their operations while preserving the asymptotic complexity.137

Few specialized NUMA-aware techniques for data structures have been proposed [6, 4].138

The most relevant to NUMASK is the method proposed by Calciu et al. [6], wherein data139

structures can be made NUMA aware. Using a technique called NR (Node Replication),140

replicas are created across NUMA zones. However, replica synchronization across zones141

forces significant NUMA interconnect traffic. In fact, since synchronous updates of the whole142

data structure (including the searching layer) are assumed, the authors needed a shared143

synchronization log to save and replay update operations on each replica of the data structure.144

Moreover, a read operation would wait for the replay of pending updates in order to guarantee145

its linearization. On the bright side, this approach is a general technique that applies to146

different data structure designs, whereas NUMASK can exploit specific optimizations because147

its goal is to provide a high-performance NUMA-aware skip list. In fact, NUMASK relaxes148

the need of synchronizing different index layer instances; thus, it does not suffer from the149

above overheads which impede scalability.150

Brown et al. [4] proposed a simple design, effective in small-scale deployments, that151

maintains the entire index layer in a single NUMA zone. This solution’s pitfall is its limited152

parallelism. For operations to access NUMA-local memory addresses, either the application153

thread’s execution must be migrated to the processor attached to the desired NUMA zone,154

or the operation must be delegated to one or more serving threads in the target NUMA zone.155

This inherently limits parallelism to a single processor’s maximum computing capability.156

Our new design overcomes all the above limitations: all application and background threads157

operate primarily on NUMA-local memory and perform a negligible number of NUMA-remote158

accesses, eliminating the need for migration or delegation.159

Orthogonal to our NUMASK approach, in [27, 25] partitioning techniques have been used160

for targeting the hardware organization of NUMA architectures to improve the performance161

of array representations [27] and in-memory transaction processing [25].162

3 Terminology, NUMA & Linked Data Structures163

In NUMA, each (multicore) CPU is physically connected to a partition of the whole memory164

available in the system, called a NUMA zone. A hardware interconnection exists between165

NUMA zones (the NUMA interconnection). The hardware provides applications (including166

the OS) with the abstraction of a single consistent global memory address space; therefore,167

threads can access the entire memory range in a manner that is oblivious to the NUMA zone168

in which each virtual address resides. However, this transparency comes with performance169

costs associated with having an interconnection between NUMA zones.170

This interconnection has limited bandwidth, is slow to traverse, and saturates when171

many threads attempt to use it. Thus, if a thread executing on one CPU accesses a memory172

location stored in a NUMA zone physically connected with another CPU (called a remote173

NUMA zone hereafter), it incurs a latency that is significantly higher than the latency needed174

to access a memory location in the NUMA zone connected with the CPU where the thread175

executes (called local NUMA zone hereafter). In short, we use the term NUMA-local memory176

when the memory is in the local NUMA zone and the term NUMA-remote memory otherwise.177

Linked data structures are particularly affected by the memory latency variation intro-178
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duced by NUMA. This is because traversing the data structure through pointers can easily179

lead threads to access memory locations physically maintained in remote NUMA zones.180

NUMA-aware memory allocation (e.g., libnuma [1], which is supported by most Operating181

System distributions) cannot eliminate this problem because even if threads allocate memory182

in their local NUMA zone, they might still need to traverse many other nodes to accomplish183

their operation, and these nodes might be added by threads running on remote NUMA zones.184

4 NUMASK: A Concurrent Skip List Designed for NUMA185

In this section we illustrate the design of NUMASK. In order to retain decades of high186

performance skip list results, NUMASK deploys a modular design that re-uses the fundamental187

operations of an existing concurrent skip-list and wraps these operations around a NUMA-188

aware architecture. The result is a data structure whose performance improves upon the189

selected concurrent skip list implementation when deployed on NUMA architectures. Another190

benefit of our modular design is that the correctness of the resulting NUMA-aware skip list191

is easy to prove since the wrapping architecture does not modify the core operations of the192

selected concurrent skip list implementation, which is assumed to be correct.193

In the rest of the paper we will use the term base skip list to indicate an implementation194

of a skip list that is wrapped (and improved) by the NUMASK architecture. The base skip195

list is a concurrent skip list whose API are insert, remove, and contains operations, with196

their default signatures [20]. The only requirement we add to this concurrent skip list is that197

bookkeeping operations (e.g., updating the searching layers and physical removal of logically198

deleted nodes) are decoupled from the critical path of the data structure operations (i.e.,199

insert/remove/contains) and executed lazily by a helper thread. It is worth noting that the200

features we require in the base skip list have been successfully deployed in many existing data201

structure implementations [18, 7, 12] and do not diminish the applicability of our proposal.202

In this paper we use Crain et al.’s No Hotspot skip list [8] as the base skip list because it203

defines a helper thread responsible for updating the skip list, and it is one of the state-of-the-204

art concurrent skip list implementations (as studied in [17]). For completeness, it is worth205

mentioning that No Hotspot, and thus our NUMASK skip list implementation, is lock-free.206

All skip list implementations share one key observation that motivates our design: elements207

in the data structure, representing the abstract state of the skip list, are reached through an208

index layer. This index layer is composed of metadata that does not belong to the abstract209

state of the data structure, and which is used to improve performance by minimizing the210

number of traversed nodes. Leveraging the above observation, we can split the memory space211

used by a skip list into a data layer, which stores the abstract state of the data structure,212

and an index layer, which includes the metadata exploited to reach the data layer. Figure 1a213

illustrates this separation.214

Managing the data layer and index layer independently is the crucial intuition behind the215

NUMASK design, for it exploits the different consistency requirements they have to improve216

performance in NUMA architectures. None of the existing designs of NUMA-aware data217

structures, when applied to skip lists (e.g., [6]), accounts for such separation.218

In a nutshell, in order to improve performance in NUMA architectures, the primary219

design choice of NUMASK is to create as many index layers as the number of NUMA220

zones in the system. These index layers are not updated immediately after successful221

insert/remove operations. Instead, they will be updated independently to avoid (unnecessary)222

synchronization and traffic on the NUMA interconnection. The ultimate goal of having223

NUMA-local index layers is to let operations on the data structure only access NUMA-local224

DISC 2018
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(a) Skip list. (b) NUMASK.

Figure 1 Separation of layers in base skip list Vs. NUMASK. In 1b, the Intermediate layer has
not been updated with key 7 yet.

memory before reaching the data layer. Once there, the (probabilistic) logarithmic complexity225

of the skip list allows for the traversal of only few nodes in the data layer before finalizing226

the operation. We empirically demonstrate that traversing these few nodes (possibly NUMA-227

remote) does not have a significant impact on performance. NUMASK accomplishes the228

above goal by deploying the following design around a base skip list.229

4.1 Per-NUMA zone index layers230

In skip lists, most of the traversed nodes exist in the index layer; therefore, creating as many231

index layers as the number of NUMA zones allows application threads to perform mostly232

NUMA-local accesses. Given that the base skip list defers updates to the index layer to a233

helper thread, having multiple independent indexing layers entails the need of deploying the234

same amount of helper threads (one per NUMA zone) responsible for their management.235

Consequently, helper threads will also access NUMA-local memory.236

4.2 Per-NUMA zone intermediate layers237

Decisions on how to update the index layer usually depend upon the current composition of238

the data layer. That is why the aforementioned per-NUMA zone helper threads, responsible239

for updating each instance of the index layers, would have to traverse the data layer nodes in240

order to decide whether to apply certain modifications (e.g., increasing or lowering a level241

of a certain node in the data layer) or to leave the index layer instance unaltered. Since242

the traversed data layer nodes are not necessarily NUMA-local, this can produce excessive243

NUMA-remote accesses and generate significant traffic on the NUMA interconnection, which244

is the main source of performance degradation in NUMA.245

Because in NUMASK we aim at eliminating any NUMA-remote accesses while updating246

the index layer instances, we create a NUMA-local view of the data layer, which we name247

the intermediate layer. Creating multiple intermediate layers, one per index layer instance,248

allows helper threads to fully operate on NUMA-local memory. Logically, the intermediate249

layer is placed in between the index layer and the data layer. With respect to the index250

layer, the intermediate layer has the same goal as the base skip list data layer, meaning it251

serves as a knowledge base for the helper thread(s) to update the index layer instance(s).252

The peculiarity of the intermediate layer is that it need not be an exact replica of the253

data layer (e.g., it is enough to be eventually synchronized with the data layer). In fact, any254

inaccuracy in an index layer instance, which could happen due to a temporarily out-dated255

intermediate layer, affects only the skip list performance and not its correctness. This is the256

same rationale that led previous skip list designs [8, 12, 17] to lazily update the index layer.257

Relaxed constraints on the intermediate layer composition enable its NUMA distribution.258
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Figure 2 NUMASK deployed on a server with four sockets and four NUMA zones. The four
instances of the index and intermediate layer are independent, and the data layer is scattered across
available memory. The abstract state of the data structure contains the following keys: {0;2;5;7;9}.

In Figure 1b we show a simple example of NUMASK. Here the abstract state of the skip259

list is the same as Figure 1a; however, the intermediate layer has not been updated with260

the element with key 7. This is a plausible case in our design, meaning that the insert(7)261

operation result has not yet been propagated to the intermediate layer. We can easily see262

that the index layer remains the same as the skip list in Figure 1a. The modifications made263

by insert(7) will eventually be propagated to the intermediate layer using a technique (shown264

below) that does not increase the duration of the actual data structure operation.265

4.3 Propagation of Data Layer Modifications.266

The intermediate layer instances need to be periodically updated to reflect the content of267

the data layer. A naïve way to do this follows: at the end of each update operation (i.e.,268

insert/delete), necessary information is stored in an intermediary data structure (e.g., a269

queue), and each per-NUMA helper thread later loads this information and updates its local270

intermediate layer. However, this naïve approach leads to one major drawback: it requires271

synchronization and memory allocation overhead on the data structure’s critical path.272

To remove this overhead from the application threads, NUMASK assigns a new helper273

thread the task of updating the intermediate layer instances. This thread operates at274

predefined intervals and iterates over the data layer. Every time it finds a node that has been275

modified (i.e., inserted or logically removed), it propagates this modification to all instances.276

It is worth noting that this new helper thread does generate traffic on the NUMA-277

interconnection. However, the impact of this traffic on the data structure performance is278

minimal given that it does not operate frequently. Also, thanks to our optimizations in the279

index layers, the number of NUMA-remote accesses is already low (<15% in our experiments).280

Thus, the NUMA-interconnection is expected not to be saturated; therefore, this helper281

thread will not cause significant delay.282

4.4 Example of NUMASK deployment283

In Figure 2 we deployed NUMASK on a server with 4 processor sockets and 4 NUMA zones.284

In the example, the abstract state of the skip list is {0;2;5;7;9}. By looking at the data layer285

DISC 2018
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we assume that the elements 0 and 2 have been inserted by an application thread executing286

on CPU1, element 5 by a thread on CPU3, and so on. Each NUMA zone has its own287

intermediate and index layer instance. The composition of the different intermediate layer288

instances is different because the data layer modifications are not propagated at the same289

time to all intermediate later instances. For example, in the figure the element 6 has been290

removed, but the intermediate layer of NUMA zone 3 still has not applied this modification.291

Also, in the figure the four index layer instances differ from each other since helper threads292

work independently and do not proceed synchronously.293

4.5 Design Trade-offs294

The design of NUMASK presents different trade-offs with respect to the space and time295

needed to handle its index and intermediate layers, including tuning the configuration296

associated with the deployed helper threads. These trade-offs are briefly discussed below.297

NUMASK introduces space overhead due to the presence of multiple instances of both298

index layer and intermediate layer. This overhead is proportional to the number of NUMA299

zones in the system; however it does not increase with the number of application threads.300

Moreover, as we will detail later, the synchronization overhead to maintain (i.e., traverse301

and update) this extra space is limited. Finally, it is important to note that, in cases where302

space utilization is crucial, some optimization can be added to NUMASK to control such303

utilization. For example, a probabilistic policy can be added to the data layer propagation304

process. This policy might aim at selecting only some operation made by application threads,305

rather than all, to be propagated to the different intermediate layer instances.306

Another trade off involves the helper threads’ frequency of operation. Tuning the backoff307

time after each iteration of the helper threads might affect the overall performance of308

NUMASK. One viable solution towards a configuration that is effective in multiple scenarios309

is to use an adaptive technique, similar to the one adopted in [18], in which the application310

workload is monitored and backoff time is adjusted accordingly.311

5 NUMASK: Protocol Details312

In this section we show the algorithmic details of NUMASK. The pseudo-code describing313

NUMASK is reported in Algorithms 2 and 3. To clarify the presentation, we abstract a base314

skip list in Algorithm 1. By leveraging this abstraction, we can avoid listing the details of core315

operations on the skip list (i.e., traversal, modification to data and index layer, logical and316

physical removal of elements) and focus on our NUMA-aware modifications. Algorithms 2317

and 3 include calls to procedures defined in Algorithm 1. All the low-level details of our318

implementation are public and available in Synchrobench.319

Algorithm 1 abstracts the base skip list as two procedures: Base-Operation and320

Base-Helper. Base-Operation is the handler for the three different types of data structure321

operations, namely insert, remove, and contains. Each of these operations is split into322

Base-Traversal and Base-DoOperation sub-procedures. The former traverses the index323

layer and returns a pointer to some data layer node where the operation should act. The324

latter works entirely on the data layer and applies the invoked operation (e.g., if the operation325

is an insert, the node is physically inserted in the data layer). Base-Helper periodically calls326

Base-UpdateIndex for updating the skip list index layer and performing physical removals.327

As mentioned before, in our experiments we selected No Hotspot as the underlying328

base skip list implementation. The details of how No Hotspot implements Base-Traversal,329

Base-DoOperation, and Base-UpdateIndex can be found in [8].330
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Algorithm 1 Abstract Base Skip List
1: Global Variable: indexSen . indexSen = sentinel node of index layer
2: procedure Base-Operation(Type t, Element el) . t = Insert/Remove/Contains
3: Node n = Base-Traversal(indexSen,el.key); . n is the node with the closest key value less than or equal to

the desired node
4: boolean res = Base-DoOperation(t,el,n);
5: return res;
6: end procedure

7: procedure Base-Helper(Node s)
8: while true do
9: Base-UpdateIndex(s); . This procedure updates the index layer starting from the sentinel node s

10: . In the base skip list, s is the sentinel node of the lowest level of the skip list
11: end while
12: end procedure

5.1 NUMASK: Data Structure Operations331

NUMASK’s Insert, Remove, and Contains operations (Algorithm 2) can be summarized in332

the following steps: i) each operation traverses the local index layer instance until it retrieves333

a pointer to a node in the local intermediate layer; ii) this intermediate layer node is used334

as an indirection to reach a pointer to a data layer node; iii) this pointer is then used to335

perform the actual operation on the data layer. Importantly, the operations terminate right336

after updating the data layer, since all further updates in both intermediate and index layers337

are delegated to the helper threads (as detailed in the next two subsections).338

Algorithm 2 NUMASK: Skip List Operations
1: Global Variable:
2: Node indexSents[MaxNumaZones] . Array of index layer sentinel nodes, one per NUMA zone
3: Node interSents[MaxNumaZones] . Array of intermediate layer sentinel nodes, one per NUMA zone
4: Node dataSent . data layer sentinel node
5: Queue update-queues[MaxNumaZones] . Queue utilized for updating the MaxNumaZones intermediate layers

6: Node: a struct with fields
7: next . Pointer to next node in the list
8: down . Pointer to the node in the level below
9: status . Up to date = 0, recently added = 1, recently removed = 2

10: level . The height of the tallest tower in the index layer
11: deleted . Indicates if node is logically deleted

12: procedure NUMASK_Operation(Type t, Element el)
13: Node intermediate_node = NUMASK_Traversal(getCurrentNUMAZone(), el.key);
14: Node data_node = intermediate_node.down;
15: boolean result = NUMASK_DoOperation(t, el, data_node);
16: return result;
17: end procedure

18: procedure NUMASK_Traversal(int zone, Key k) . This procedure traverses the index layer associated
with the local NUMA zone and returns a node in the intermediate layer

19: Node n = Base-Traversal(indexSents[zone], k);
20: return n
21: end procedure

22: procedure NUMASK_DoOperation(Type t, Element el, Node n)
23: boolean result = Base-DoOperation(t, el, n); . If successful, DoOperation sets the altered node’s status
24: return result;
25: end procedure

The details of Algorithm 2 are as follows. In typical skip lists, index layer traversal starts339

from a known sentinel node. In NUMASK, each NUMA zone has its own index layer instance340

and therefore its own sentinel node as well (Algorithm 2:2). When a NUMASK traversal is341

invoked (Algorithm 2:18), the local thread starts from the sentinel node of the local NUMA342

zone. From this point, all memory accesses of NUMASK_Traversal will be NUMA-local. The343

traversal operates similar to that of the base skip list: it moves to a node on its right in the344

same level (using the next field) as long as its key is less than or equal to the target key345
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(say k), and it moves to the next lower index level (using the down field) otherwise. If there346

is no lower index level to traverse, the traversal exits by returning the pointer to the node347

in the intermediate layer. Each node in the intermediate layer has a (down) pointer to its348

respective data layer node, from which Base-DoOperation can begin.349

Base-DoOperation operates similar to the base skip list: The data layer is traversed350

from the pointer reached by the intermediate layer node until either a node with a greater351

key is found or the list ends. After that, the operation completes based on its type. If it352

is a contains operation, it checks whether the node’s key matches k or not. The insert353

and remove operations use Compare-And-Swap for non-blocking updates (details of how No354

Hotspot, and thus NUMASK, accomplishes that can be found in [8]).355

An important task assigned to NUMASK_DoOperation is to update the node’s status356

field upon a successful write operation. Setting this field to 1 (respectively 2) indicates to357

helper threads that the node is newly inserted (respectively removed), and this insertion358

(respectively removal) is not yet propagated to the intermediate and index layers. To simplify359

the pseudo-code, we exclude this assignment of the status field, replacing it with a comment360

in Algorithm 2:23.361

5.2 Data-Layer-Helper362

In NUMASK, we create a single Data-Layer-Helper thread that periodically traverses the363

data layer in order to accomplish two objectives: i) it is responsible for feeding the different364

intermediate layer instances with the results of successful update operations on the data365

layer, and ii) it attempts to physically remove any logically-deleted nodes of the data layer.366

In order to accomplish i), the NUMASK design provides each intermediate layer instance367

with a single-producer/single-consumer queue (Algorithm 2: 5). As a consequence of this368

decision, there are as many queues as NUMA zones in NUMASK. The producer for all the369

queues is the same: the Data-Layer-Helper thread; while each queue has a different consumer:370

the Per-NUMA-Helper thread running in the queue’s NUMA zone (detailed in the next371

subsection). We implemented these queues similar to the Vyukov SPSC queue [30].372

The above queues are used to synchronize the data layer with intermediate layers as373

follows: when the Data-Layer-Helper thread traverses the data layer, each node’s status field374

is checked to see if it is nonzero (which means it was recently inserted/removed); if so, it is375

added to the queue of each NUMA zone (Algorithm 3: 6) and its status field is reset to zero376

(to indicate that it is now up to date).377

In order to accomplish ii), the algorithm checks each node to see if it is logically deleted.378

If so, then it becomes a candidate to be physically removed. As in No Hotspot (as well as379

other concurrent skip lists), unlinking a node from the data layer can be done only if no380

tower above it is present in the index layer. However, since NUMASK deploys multiple index381

layer instances, the condition for physically removing one node is that no tower above it382

is present in any index layer instance. Verifying this condition is simple: each node in the383

data layer has a field named level. If the traversed node’s level equals zero and it is logically384

deleted (Algorithm 3: 9), then the Data-Layer-Helper will proceed with its physical removal.385

In the next subsection we discuss how to update this level field.386

By offloading the above two operations to a dedicated thread, the critical path of the387

application (NUMASK_Operation) is minimized. Note that populating the queues, which388

is required to update the intermediate layers (and therefore the index layers), entails an389

additional memory allocation overhead. This memory allocation could have been a dominant390

cost in the operation’s critical path if we did not offload it to a separate helper thread.391

A positive side effect of our dedicated Data-Layer-Helper thread is that while the thread392
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Algorithm 3 NUMASK: Updating Metadata
1: procedure Data-Layer-Helper . This procedure propagates recently altered nodes to intermediate layers
2: while true do
3: Node curr = dataSent.next;
4: while curr != NULL do
5: if curr.status != 0 then
6: Add-Job-To-Queues(curr);
7: curr.status = 0;
8: else
9: if curr.level == 0 && curr.deleted then . If curr is logically deleted and there is no tower

above it in any index layer
10: remove(curr);
11: end if
12: end if
13: curr = curr.next;
14: end while
15: end while
16: end procedure

17: procedure Per-NUMA-Helper(int local_zone)
18: while true do
19: Update-Intermediate-Layer(local_zone)
20: Base-UpdateIndex(interSents[local_zone]); . UpdateIndex is assumed to update the level field of

nodes in the data and intermediate layer, when needed
21: end while
22: end procedure

23: procedure Add-Job-To-Queues(Node node)
24: for i = 0 to MaxNumaZones do
25: update-queues[i].push(node);
26: end for
27: end procedure

28: procedure Update-Intermediate-Layer(int z) . This function updates the intermediate layer of zone z
29: Node sentinel = indexSents[z];
30: while update-queues[z] is not empty do
31: Node updatedNode = update-queue[z].pop();
32: Node intermediate_node = NUMASK_Traversal(sentinel, updatedNode.key);
33: if updatedNode.status == 1 then
34: Node local-node = NUMA_alloc(updatedNode); . NUMA-aware memory allocator
35: NUMASK_Operation(INSERT, local-node, intermediate_node);
36: else
37: NUMASK_Operation(REMOVE, updatedNode, intermediate_node);
38: end if
39: end while
40: end procedure

traverses the data layer, it reloads the cache of the processor on which it is executing, which393

increases cache hits for application threads that access the data layer. We exploit this idea394

further by rotating iterations of the Data-Layer-Helper thread between different NUMA395

zones. This way, caches in different NUMA zones (especially the L3 caches) are evenly396

refreshed. This process of refreshing caches is particularly effective when the data structure397

is not large; otherwise the number of elements evicted from cache might be large.398

5.3 Per-NUMA-Helper399

The role of Per-NUMA-Helper is to keep the index and intermediate layer of one NUMA400

zone updated. Consequently, NUMASK deploys one Per-NUMA-Helper thread per NUMA401

zone. Each iteration of the Per-NUMA-Helper thread performs two steps. First, it updates402

the local intermediate layer using the information contained in the queue of its NUMA zone403

(Algorithm 3:28). Second, it applies any needed modification to the local index layer.404

The Update-Intermediate-Layer procedure (Algorithm 3:28) is responsible for achieving405

the first step. In this procedure, the Per-NUMA-Helper thread fetches jobs from the queue in406

the local NUMA zone and applies them to the local intermediate layer. To do that, Per-NUMA-407

Helper calls NUMASK-Traversal to reach the interested location of the local intermediate layer408
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in logarithmic time. After that, the intermediate layer instance is updated by simply calling409

NUMASK-Operation using the intermediate node pointer returned by NUMASK-Traversal.410

A critical low-level operation that happens during the Update-Intermediate-Layer411

procedure is the memory allocation of new nodes to be added to the local intermediate412

layer (Algorithm 3:34). It is required for all memory allocations by each Per-NUMA-Helper413

thread to be NUMA-local. Otherwise subsequent invocations of NUMASK-Traversal are414

not guaranteed to access entirely NUMA-local memory. In this regard, we tested multiple415

thread-local [2, 13] and NUMA-aware [1] allocators, but their overhead slowed performance.416

To deal with this problem, we developed a simple NUMA-aware memory allocator to serve417

memory allocation requests from Per-NUMA-Helper (see Section 6 for more details).418

Once the local intermediate layer is updated, the procedure Base-UpdateIndex is called419

to update the index layer. In our implementation, inspired by No Hotspot, this procedure420

handles the raising and lowering of towers based on the composition of the intermediate layer,421

and it also handles removing any logically deleted nodes. First, the helper thread iterates422

over the intermediate layer, physically removing any nodes marked for deletion without any423

towers above (similar to what is done to the data layer nodes in Data-Layer-Helper). After424

that and if necessary, towers are raised or lowered to maintain the logarithmic complexity425

of the index layer traversals. When a tower is entirely removed in an index layer instance,426

the Per-NUMA-Helper thread accesses the linked node to the data layer and decrements its427

level field. Although changing the status field in such cases entails a NUMA-remote access,428

it is not a frequent operation, and thus it has a negligible impact on performance.429

5.4 Correctness Arguments430

One of the advantages of NUMASK’s design is its ability to reuse already-implemented basic431

operations to manipulate the data (and not metadata) of the data structure. None of our432

modifications needs to address how to insert or remove a node in the skip list data layer.433

Even the basic skip list traversal need not be modified.434

Such a design makes it possible to integrate the NUMASK approach into other skip list435

implementations without affecting the overall correctness. This is noticeable by looking at436

how in Algorithms 2 and 3 we invoke procedures from Algorithm 1. In summary, if the base437

skip list is correct, then NUMASK will preserve such correctness.438

6 NUMASK Optimization439

Custom NUMA-aware Memory Allocator. NUMASK requires a mechanism to allocate memory440

in a thread’s local NUMA zone. Without this, the proposed architecture would not be be-441

neficial, as application and helper threads would frequently access NUMA-remote memory.442

Existing NUMA-aware memory allocators (e.g., libnuma) repeatedly interact with the op-443

erating system in order to retrieve NUMA-local memory. These interactions introduce a444

noticeable latency. After trying other memory allocators (e.g., [2, 13]), we decided to address445

our problem by developing a custom linear allocator to support the NUMASK design. To the446

best of our knowledge, this is the fastest design for memory allocation that fits our software447

architecture; it is simple yet effective.448

Our NUMA allocator is used to serve allocation requests produced by Per-NUMA-Helper,449

therefore we deploy as many instances of our allocator as the number of Per-NUMA-Helper450

threads. Importantly, each of these allocator instances serves only one Per-NUMA-Helper451

thread; therefore, each allocator instance can be sequential (not concurrent).452
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(a) Initial allocator layout. (b) Layout after half cache line
requested.

(c) Layout after whole cache
line requested.

Figure 3 Cache alignment scheme of our allocator. Grey blocks are free space; small white blocks
are half cache line; large white blocks are whole cache line.

A linear (or monotonic) allocator consists of a fixed-size memory buffer allocated upon453

initialization and an internal offset to the beginning of the buffer’s free space. Allocation454

requests increment the buffer offset by the size of the request and return the old value; thus455

requests are served in constant time without overhead, making the allocator fast.456

Our allocator consists of a basic linear allocator plus three additions to fit our needs. The457

first addition is to allow the allocator to allocate new buffers (linear allocators usually do458

not reallocate memory). The second addition is to allocate the buffer in a specific NUMA459

zone, so that all the returned memory addresses reside in the same NUMA zone. With that,460

intermediate and index layers are formed of NUMA-local memory.461

The final addition to our allocator deals with request alignment. Since the allocator is462

only used to create index and intermediate nodes, and their sizes are less than and greater463

than a half cache line, respectively, the requests are automatically aligned to either a half or464

whole cache line. The allocator keeps track of the previous request’s alignment internally465

and aligns the current request based on the previous alignment and the size of the current466

request. This internal bookkeeping allows the allocator to fit two index nodes in a cache line,467

which in turn results in faster index traversal, for two nodes in the same cache line will likely468

be near each other in the index layer, thus reducing necessary memory accesses.469

Figure 3 details how the allocator aligns requests in different scenarios. The example470

begins in Figure 3a; the previous two requests resulted in a whole cache-line alignment and471

a half cache-line alignment. Depending on the next request, the allocator could result in472

two separate layouts. If the next request is an index node (size less than half a cache-line),473

the allocator can squeeze it in the half cache-line free space. Figure 3b shows the result in474

this case. However, if an intermediate node is the next memory allocation, the allocator will475

move the offset to the beginning of the next cache-line to keep the intermediate node from476

spilling over two cache lines. Figure 3c depicts this. Note that the free space skipped over in477

Figure 3c will not be used.478

Avoiding Synchronization When Updating Intermediate Layer. In Section 5.3 we discussed479

how each Per-NUMA-Helper thread updates the local intermediate layer. In the pseudo-code480

we do that by invoking NUMASK-Operation, which uses synchronization primitives, since481

it is the same function used by application threads to operate on the data layer. This482

task can be changed to let Per-NUMA-Helper modify the intermediate layer without any483

atomic operations as follows. In order to make updates on an intermediate layer instance484

synchronization-free, we need to disallow NUMASK_Operation from using the intermediate485

layer to access the data layer (see Algorithm 2:14). To do so, in our implementation we store486

the pointer to the data layer directly in the index nodes so that application threads never487

need to access the intermediate layer.488

7 Evaluation489

We implemented NUMASK in C++, and integrated it into Synchrobench [17], a bench-490

mark suite for concurrent data structures. In addition to providing a common software491
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Figure 4 Speedup NUMASK over No Hotspot varying data structure size.

architecture to configure and test different data structure implementations, Synchrobench492

already implements many state-of-the-art high performance solutions that we used to compare493

against NUMASK. Specifically, we selected three concurrent skip list implementations: No494

Hotspot [8], Fraser [15], and Rotating skip list [12]. We also included a sequential skip list495

implementation [17]. As specified earlier in the paper, NUMASK has been built using No496

Hotspot as a base skip list implementation for two reasons: it is among the fastest concurrent497

skip lists of which we are aware, and it alleviates contention by deferring index layer updates.498

Our testbed consists of a server with 4 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 processors (2.1GHz,499

24/48 cores/threads per CPU). The machine provides 192 hardware threads. There are500

4 sockets hosting the 4 processors, via 4 NUMA zones (one per socket), and 768 GB of501

memory. In our experiments we ran up to 160 application threads (the actual number of502

executing threads is higher because of the helper threads used by each competitor) to leave503

enough resources to the operating system to execute without creating bottlenecks. In our504

experiments we distribute application threads evenly across NUMA zones.505

The workloads we use to test competitors perform insert/remove/contains operations.506

Note that in order to keep the size of the data structure consistent, during removal the507

application attempts to pick elements that have previously been inserted successfully. Each508

test has a warm-up phase where the skip list is populated and the index is built. This phase509

is also used to fill out L1/L2/L3 caches. After that, the application runs for 10 seconds while510

collecting statistics. In the experiments we use a range of key elements that is twice the data511

structure size; and all elements have integer keys. All results are averages of five test runs.512

Before showing the throughput of all competitors, we report two plots that summarize the513

advantages of NUMASK over the base skip list, which is No Hotspot in our case. Figure 4514

demonstrates the speedup of NUMASK over No Hotspot by varying the initial size of the515

data structure, in the range 64 to 1M elements. To improve clarity, a line is drawn to show516

when speedup equals 1. We test different percentages of update operations and we record517

the value for the best performance among all thread ranges. Although for clarity we cannot518

include the number of threads corresponding to each data point in the plot, it is worth noting519

that, in our evaluation settings, NUMASK is most effective when the number of threads520

exceeds 64, as it will be clear analyzing Figure 6. As a result, for all data points in Figure 4,521

the number of application threads is always in the range of 64 to 160.522

NUMASK’s speedup grows significantly when the data structure size decreases. This523

is mostly due to its capability of exploiting NUMA-local accesses and leveraging cache524
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locality. In fact, with sizes less than 10k elements, most of the data structure will likely525

fit in processors’ caches, but the presence of updates forces frequent cache refreshing. This526

refreshing requires loading memory locations from main memory. In No Hotspot, this is527

likely to be in a remote NUMA zone given that the machine has 4 NUMA zones. However,528

NUMASK was designed to keep most of the needed memory locations in the local NUMA529

zone. This is also confirmed by the result using 0% updates; here the speed up is significantly530

less than in write-intensive workloads because both competitors can benefit from cache531

locality. Considering 50% updates and 128 elements NUMASK is 11x faster than No Hotspot;532

and at 100K elements NUMASK is 27% faster. Interestingly, the plots in Figures 6g-6i,533

meaning when the data structure size is set at 100k, show how NUMASK’s performance does534

not degrade with respect to competitors. In these cases, the most dominant cost for all is535

poor cache locality, which brings down performance.536

Figure 5 NUMA-local accesses in NUMASK and No Hotspot using {4,128} application threads.

Figure 5 shows the key reason for the performance improvement of NUMASK: its NUMA-537

local accesses. To collect statistics, we monitored memory accesses performed by application538

threads and contrasted the application thread’s local NUMA zone with the NUMA zone in539

which the memory location resides. Here the initial size of the data structure is 100K, and540

we configured the system to run with 4 and 128 application threads. No Hotspot hovers541

around 25%, which is the immediate consequence of having uniform distribution of data542

structure accesses and 4 NUMA zones; NUMASK is around 90% because of its NUMA-aware543

design. An observation that is not shown in the plots is that the percentage of NUMA-local544

accesses for the Per-NUMA-Helper threads is consistently slightly lower than 100% (recall545

that each Per-NUMA-Helper can occasionally access some NUMA-remote location as detailed546

in Section 5.3).547

Figure 6 shows the throughput of NUMASK against the Fraser, Rotating, and No Hotspot548

skip lists by varying the number of application threads, data structure size, and percentage of549

update operations. Throughput is measured in millions of operations successfully completed550

per second. A specially relevant case is the one where the data structure is 1K elements.551

In the read-intensive scenario, all competitors scale well except for Fraser, with NUMASK552

demonstrating the highest performance. With 50% and 80% of updates, all competitors553

stop scaling beyond 64 threads while NUMASK continues scaling, hitting the remarkable554

performance of 300 million operations per second with 50% updates. In this configuration,555

at 160 threads NUMASK outperforms rotating skiplist and No Hotspot by 2x.556
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(a) 128;20% (b) 128;50% (c) 128;80%

(d) 1024;20% (e) 1024;50% (f) 1024;80%

(g) 100k;20% (h) 100k;50% (i) 100k;80%

Figure 6 Throughput of NUMASK against other skip list implementations varying data structure
size and the percentage of update operations. Throughput is in Millions operations per second.

Reducing the data structure size improves the gap between NUMASK and the other557

competitors. This is reasonable since our NUMA design avoids synchronization across NUMA558

zones, which would generate many NUMA-remote accesses.559

At 100k element size, the gaps among competitors is reduced. Sill, NUMASK is the560

fastest at 50% updates and 160 threads by gaining 10% over Rotating and 27% over No561

Hotspot. As mentioned before and confirmed by the analysis of the cache hits/misses, the562

dominant cost here is repeatedly loading new elements into the cache. This cost obfuscates563

the effort in improving performance made by NUMASK’s design. No Hotspot’s performance564

evaluation also discusses similar findings with large data structure sizes.565

8 Conclusion566

In this paper we presented NUMASK, a high-performance concurrent skip list that uses567

a combination of distributed design and eventual synchronization to improve performance568

in NUMA architectures. Our evaluation study shows unquestionably high throughput and569

remarkable speedups: up to 16x in write-intensive workloads and in the presence of contention.570
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